
Book Access Coordinator Job Description

About Books for Keeps (BFK): Books for Keeps was established with a core belief in mind: by creating

open, equal access to books, we allow children the opportunity to connect the joy of reading with the

thrill of discovery by coauthoring positive experiences they can forever associate with learning; therefore

laying the foundation for a successful, fulfilling life.

Since starting as a volunteer-led, grassroots program in 2009, Books for Keeps has distributed more than

960,000 books to children, teachers, fellow peer agencies, and other individuals in Georgia through book

grants, community-based events, the Dolly Parton’s Imagination Library in Clarke County, and its flagship

program Stop Summer Slide.

The organization also seeks to demonstrate the inherent value of reading and therefore learning by

leveraging the provided book access through community engagement activities and in-school

programming in collaboration with community partners.

The role: Books for Keeps is seeking an operations-minded, mission driven book access coordinator to

continue growing the organization’s capacity to provide book access to those that may need it most. The

book access coordinator will split most of their time between the Books for Keeps Warehouse and out in

the Athens community with current and future stakeholders. Primary responsibilities will include all

tasks, processes, and engagements pertaining to donated book inventory.

Direct Report: Operations Manager

Volunteer & Warehouse management:

● Maintains relationships with individual volunteers, volunteer groups, and interns in our book

warehouse

● Assist and lead volunteers in fulfilling community book requests and other programmatic needs

in the Books for Keeps warehouse

● Assists with the continued growth of a structured volunteer program utilizing and training “Key

Volunteers” and outside groups from schools and community organizations

● Assists with adapting and maintaining innovative processes related to growing volunteer

recruitment, registration, training, recognition, and engagement

● Ensures that Books for Keeps volunteer opportunities lead the service community through the

impression left on both those involved and those served

● Assists with administrative tasks associated with the tracking of volunteer hours, incoming and

outgoing book inventory, and other relevant operational tasks

● Enforces safety guidelines as determined by the operations manager

● Maintains a clean and organized warehouse space

Inventory management:

● Assists with book inventory, sorting, and spring book distribution preparations in the warehouse

● Manages processes associated with incoming donated inventory

● Leads volunteers in the “Book Bank” upkeep in the Books for Keeps warehouse

● Manages warehouse supplies necessary for maintaining operations
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● Tracking books distributed through programs and community requests

● Assists with the fulfillment of book packing throughout the year for various programs

Community Engagement & Book Access:

● Manages the fulfillment of Books for Keeps’ incoming ‘Book Grants’ from community partners

● Assists in fulfillment of new book sales with community partners to continue diversifying

revenue streams for the organization

● Executes book donation pickups, utilizing Books for Keeps fleet vehicles, with community

partners while also working to grow engagement and capacity throughout Athens-Clarke County

● Coordinates with community members to facilitate book donation drop-offs in a timely manner

● Facilitates community book drives with stakeholders from each drive’s beginning to end

● Manages and/or coordinates the maintenance of the Dolly Parton’s Imagination Library in Clarke

County on a monthly basis

● Willingness to explore and develop future opportunities utilizing the BFK bookmobile for

community engagement programming

Cross-team Support

● Assists with book purchasing and research, maintaining an active list of book vendors and

building relationships with new publishers

● Assists with grants research, prospecting, and grant writing for in-house programs

● Cultivates relationships and grows awareness within the Athens community, particularly

members of Athens’ Latinx and African-American communities

● Performs additional duties as required and as appropriate to the experience and skills of the

individual

Preferred prior experience:
● One to four years of combined professional or academic experience with nonprofit, operations,

volunteer or personnel management, service industry, customer service and/or warehouse

fulfillment is highly preferred

Required knowledge, skills, and abilities:
● Cultural competency and the ability to work with diverse groups

● Enthusiasm for teamwork, collaboration, and honesty

● Critical-thinking and problem-solving skills

● Ability to manage multiple priorities and projects simultaneously

● Quick learner with a track record of working effectively with minimal supervision

● Ability to lead volunteers and maximize their potential impact on the organization

● Demonstrated written and oral communication skills – both internally (fellow employees, board

members and volunteers) and externally (stakeholders, funders, and community supporters)

● Must have a high level of comfort working with Google Drive

● Ability to provide own transportation
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Preferred/Nice-to-have Skills:

● Knowledge of graphic design (Adobe Creative Suite or other programs) is a plus

● Social media knowledge, particularly how to leverage its power to convert people to a cause,

inspire them to contribute, and tell a story.

● Understanding of qualitative and quantitative evaluation methods and ability to interpret and

explain data or results to non-experts.

● Experience operating box trucks, forklifts, pallet jacks, and other warehouse equipment

Benefits and salary: Salary budgeted for this position is $40,000 annually. Employees are paid bi-weekly.

● Employer-sponsored Simple IRA with a 3 percent match
● $1000 biannual health stipend with disbursement beginning following completion of 90 day

probationary period
● Opportunity for individual healthcare, instead of health stipend, with at least 50% of premiums

paid for by Books for Keeps
● 8 paid federal holidays
● 12 sick days initially and 10 paid vacation days following completion of 90 day probationary

period
● Opportunity for annual year-end bonus after completion of first year of employment
● Flexible working hours dependent on organization needs

Background checks: Books for Keeps is committed to protecting children through its child safeguarding
policies. All staff are subjected to criminal background checks and are held to high standards of child
protection.

Anti-discrimination policy: Books for Keeps prohibits discrimination and harassment, and provides equal
employment opportunity with regard to race, color, religion, national origin, disability, veteran status,
sexual orientation, gender identity, pregnancy, sex, or age.

COVID-19: Books for Keeps requires all employees to be vaccinated against the COVID-19 virus. The
organization will consider requests for exceptions to this policy when necessary to provide reasonable
accommodation for an employee or applicant’s disability or sincerely held religious belief or practice.

Employee acknowledgement: This job description is intended to provide an overview of the
requirements of the position. As such, it is not necessarily all-inclusive, and Books for Keeps may require
other essential and/or non-essential functions, duties, or responsibilities not listed herein. Management,
at its sole discretion, reserves the right to change, alter, and/or otherwise modify this job description at
any time. Nothing in this job description is intended to create a contract of employment of any type or
kind.

Position timeline and how to apply: To apply, send resume and a letter of interest OR cover letter to
bryce@booksforkeeps.org by September 2n. Applications will be reviewed on a rolling basis and
applicants will be notified about interview opportunities in a timely manner. If a candidate is not
selected then the search process will restart following the conclusion of the first round of interviews.


